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Soldiers reflect as nation celebrates a hero

n Peninsula man sees ‘validation’ of
top-secret combat mission in Laos
By PAUL MILLER

W

WASHINGTON D.C. —
HEN PRESIDENT Donald
Trump presented the Medal of Honor to former U.S. Army
Capt. Mike Rose at the White House on Monday, the national
significance of the soldier’s selfless, heroic deeds during the
Vietnam War was unmistakable in the dignified air of the
(Left) President Donald Trump
bestows the Medal of
Honor on Capt. Mike Rose
Monday at the White
House. (Below) After the ceremony, the president and
vice president held a private
talk with Rose and the men
who fought alongside him,
including longtime Carmel
resident and former Marine
helicopter pilot Joe Driscoll
(at far left).

East Room.
But for the combat brothers assembled to share the
moment with the humble, soft-spoken Rose, now 70
years old, it was something much more personal: A
chance to reunite with the men who shared a long-ago
experience that was so profoundly challenging and violent, the only way to understand it was to be there.
Especially since the top-secret mission across the border
into officially neutral Laos was classified for 30 years,
and only now is becoming well known to the public.
“I’m not sure I could describe in words how
meaningful the Medal of Honor ceremony was to
us,” said one of those men, longtime Carmel resident
Joe Driscoll, who 47 years ago was a young Marine
helicopter pilot in charge of a Cobra gunship.
To see their comrade receive the nation’s highest
honor for bravery was “validation that what we did
was important,” said Driscoll.
It wasn’t always so. The whole Vietnam War —
fought to halt communist expansion in Southeast
Asia, at a cost of more than 50,000 American lives
— has somehow been consigned to the history books
as a kind of epic mistake. Some of the men who
fought in it came back home not sure if they should
mention it, much less be proud of it.
Just one medic
But in September 1970, there was a mission to
do: stop the Vietcong from using the neighboring
country of Laos as a staging area to attack U.S.
forces in South Vietnam. As the flow of guns and
guerilla fighters through Laos escalated, orders went
out to send 15 Army Special Forces combat specialists — backed with heavily armed helicopters flown
by U.S. Marine aviators and accompanied by 120
Vietnamese tribal fighters known as Montagnards —
deep across the border to disrupt enemy forces.
The difficult mission was called Operation
Tailwind, and Mike Rose, then an Army sergeant,
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SHORT-TERM RENTALS
CRACKDOWN IS WORKING,
SAYS CITY ATTORNEY
n Dozens of listings pulled from internet
By MARY SCHLEY

S

INCE THE city got tough about stopping homeowners
from renting out their houses to vacationers, dozens have
removed their listings from VRBO.com and similar websites
— and six have put their homes on the market — city attorney Glen Mozingo told The Pine Cone this week.
In July, the city signed a contract with a company called
Host Compliance that tracks short-term-rental listings on
numerous websites and has been compiling the information
for the city, so officials can go after the owners. Renting a
home in the residential district to anyone for a period shorter
than 30 days is against the law in Carmel, but the ordinance
had gone largely unenforced for years.
“The comprehensive review of the websites indicates a lot
of listings have been removed,” planning director Marc
Wiener said Wednesday. “It looked like from what I saw, it’s
down to being the range of 50 to 70 short-term-rental listings, total, which I think is pretty good compared to when we
first started looking into this a couple of years ago.”
Mozingo said that in the past 65 days, 129 rentals have
disappeared from the websites, and he suspects that’s due in
part to the publicity surrounding the couple who was sued by
the city for refusing to stop using their house as a short-term
rental, and eventually settled.

See CRACKDOWN page 17A
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Marina, activists,
call on PUC to stop
Cal Am desal plant
By KELLY NIX

T

HE CITY of Marina and its municipal water agency are
expected next week to continue efforts to derail California
American Water’s proposed desalination plant in the Marina
dunes by trying to convince state regulators the plant is no
longer needed because of conservation, lower demand for
drinking water, and the availability of other new water
sources.
On Sept. 29, Marina
Mayor Bruce Delgado and
others submitted testimony to
the state’s Public Utilities
Water no longer
Commission — the agency
considering Cal Am’s proneeded, they say,
posed desal plant — asking
because of
the state agency to reject the
proposal, which would allow
conservation and
the company to stop pumping
reclamation
most of its water from the
Carmel River.
In testimony, Delgado and
city manager Layne Long
contend that Cal Am’s proposed desal plant — the Monterey
Peninsula Water Supply Project — would adversely affect
Marina’s “community values, recreational and park areas,
and historical and aesthetic values, in a manner that cannot
be mitigated.”
Cal Am’s desal plant, even downsized, is not needed to
meet its customer demand, “especially given” the project’s
“serious and wide-ranging impacts” on Marina, Delgado
said.
“The commission should, therefore, find and conclude

See DESAL page 16A

Man pulled from wreck moments before it explodes
By CHRIS COUNTS

P

OLICE ARE calling a Palo Colorado Canyon resident a
hero after he dragged a seriously injured state parks worker
from a burning truck Oct. 18 — just seconds before the vehicle exploded.
Moments earlier, the truck had been hit head-on by an
Acura, whose driver was attempting to evade Monterey
County Sheriff’s deputy Jesse Villasenor. The two parties
were engaged in a high-speed chase along Highway 1 that
ended in a horrific collision just south of the Rocky Point
restaurant.
It was shortly before sunset when Bret Engel
— who was on his way home to Palo Colorado
Canyon after work — pulled over and made a
brief stop in the turnout at Hurricane Point.
Suddenly, a northbound car came screaming
around the bend.
“It must have been doing 80 mph,” Engel told
The Pine Cone. “I said, ‘Holy shit!’ Jesse was
tailing it about 40 feet behind.”
Passerby steps up
After the two cars passed, Engel pulled back
onto the pavement and headed north. As Engel’s
view to the north expanded, he could see the two
speeding cars cross Bixby Bridge in the distance.
“They were going so fast,” he recalled.
It takes about three minutes by car to get from
Hurricane Point to Palo Colorado Road, and
when Engel arrived at the intersection of the latter and Highway 1, he saw flames, smoke and
chaos.
“The scene was sprawled out in front of me,”

Engel said. “The Acura was in three different pieces.”
A Ford F-250 pickup truck, meanwhile, was off the side
of the road to the west of the pavement, and it was on fire.
“I saw a couple go across the road,” Engel continued.
“The woman had her hand over her mouth, and the man said,
‘There’s somebody in there.’”
Engel quickly swung into action. He scurried down to the
truck and opened the door to its cab. The driver, Rob
McManaman, was in rough shape.
“He couldn’t get up because he had two broken legs,”

See WRECK page 15A

SCREENSHOT FROM VIDEO BY BRADLEY DOUGLAS

A motorist captured this image of the scene of a horrific traffic collision Oct. 18 on
Highway 1 just south of Rocky Point in Big Sur. One man died in the crash.
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